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aristokraft core aristokraft plus

 drawer features

solutions •• fundaMentals 77

select & plYwood

Concealed Full 
Extension drawer 
guides and the gentle 
controlled close of
Smart Stop

  ¾"* thick all-wood 
dovetailed drawer 
sides, front and back 
with clear topcoat

Undermount, self-
closing, epoxy-coated 
drawer guides for 
smooth, quiet action 

¼" thick plywood drawer bottom, fully captured 
for added strength and optimum load capacity

*  ¾" prior to final processing. Actual final dimension may vary.

UPGRADE: 
full eXtension 
witH sMart stop™

standard

½" thick furniture 
board sides, front 
and back

Self-closing, side 
mount, epoxy-coated 
drawer guides for 
smooth, quiet action

³/8" thick furniture board drawer bottom with 
Aristex® laminate finish, fastened into sides, 
front and back

•   Choose from existing construction 
platforms:

 –  Standard (applicable choice for base cabinets)
 – Select (baseline for all Plus wall cabinets)
 – All Plywood

•   Wall cabinets have ¾” thick shelves, 
regardless of platform.

•  Features of Plus door styles:
 – 6-way adjustable hinges
 – Butt door option
 – ¾" thick wall shelves

•  Full product breadth and finish options

•   Choose from existing construction 
platforms:

 –  Standard
 – Select
 – All Plywood

•   Standard Construction wall cabinets have 
½" thick shelves.

•  No butt door option available.

•  Full product breadth and finish options.

features and Benefits: features and Benefits:

core doors: Augusta, Avalon, Benton, Oakland, 
Pioneer, Sinclair, Westbury, VanWyke 

plus doors: Ayden, Briarcliff, Dryden, Durham, 
Eastland, Ellsworth, Grayson, Harrison, Landen, 
Nantucket, Overton, Radford, Roxburgh, Saybrooke, 
Teagan, Wentworth, Winstead 

cHoices = possiBilities. Coupled product platforms offering enhanced 
versatility without overextending the budget.

saYBrooke  Birch | cocoa Glaze

winstead  Maple | white paintwentwortH  Maple | umber
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 ARISTOKRAFT CORE
Timeless sTyle soluTions aT an essenTial value.

Classic style choices coupled with thoughtful construction make 
even the humblest budgets feel generous. Choosing Core lets you 
confidently complete any project knowing there are nearly 60 years of 
experience behind you. All dedicated to getting it done on time. 

 ARISTOKRAFT PluS
creaTive and fashionable soluTions combined                                     
wiTh enhanced feaTures.  

Plus steps it up with a broader style palette, while consumer preferred 
features are now standard. What’s trending today is here. Still flexible 
enough to work with any décor, yet transformative, letting a space take 
on new personality while still feeling right at home.

STYlES
KITCHENS 4

BATHS & OTHER ROOMS 40

SOluTIONS
ORgANIzATION & FuNDAMENTAlS 54

Organization 56
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sinclair  birch | rouge
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landen  maple | antique Paint
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kiTchens

At Aristokraft, we 

understand a kitchen 

is not just a place to 

prepare meals, it’s the 

heart of your home. It’s 

where families share 

meals, kids do homework, 

friends linger over coffee, 

parents plan weekly 

schedules, and everyone 

congregates. We know 

you need a kitchen that’s 

hardworking, but you want 

a kitchen that’s a beautiful 

expression of your style. 

We make it easy to design 

a kitchen to fit within 

your budget.
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benTon

benTon  birch | autumn with white Paint Panels and fillers
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3-drawer base 

Deep, wide drawers make 

it easy to store and retrieve 

heavy bowls and large pots.

decoraTive end 

Panel

For continuity of design, 

door details are echoed 

on end panels, helping 

create visual interest. 

shaker insPired 
design   
Clean lines are the hallmark 

of Shaker style. Benton 

offers affordable yet elegant, 

simplicity. Let the open, 

spacious feel breathe, or 

add bold accents without 

overwhelming the room.

» Partial overlay door 

» Veneer flat panel 

» Slab drawer front 

» Available in Birch
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sinclair

sinclair  birch | fawn
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clean, currenT
lines  
Defined by quiet details, 

Sinclair in Birch creates a 

stunning and contemporary 

look. Soffit filler moulding   

gives additional character 

without interfering with the 

streamlined appeal.

» Partial overlay door 

»  Recessed veneer             

center panel

» Profiled slab drawer front

» Available in Birch

redefining rooms

Our varied selection of sizes 

helps you turn what were 

once idle areas into unique 

workspaces.

build iT in 

A microwave up and off the 

counter means more usable 

space and a smooth, clean 

look across your kitchen.

sTyles •• kiTchens
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augusTa

augusTa  Thermofoil | white

efforTless sTyle  
Simple detail and easy-care durability make Augusta a smart choice, 

both in the way it looks and the way it lasts. Raised center panels are 

a time-tested favorite that fit comfortably into an array of styles. 

»  Partial overlay door 

» Raised center panel 

» Profiled slab drawer front 

»  Available in Thermofoil
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vanwyke Thermofoil | white

clean and simPle  
A transitional Shaker style that works across many rooms and 

complements modern as well as traditional décor. VanWyke provides 

endless possibilities, even while working within very defined budgets.

» Full overlay door 

» Recessed center panel 

» Slab drawer front 

» Available in Thermofoil
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avalon

avalon  cherry | rouge
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comforT is 
classic  
Simple lines let the focus be on 

the richness of the wood.  And 

whether you favor traditional 

or contemporary decor, Avalon 

sets the tone for a kitchen that 

invites you to settle in and stay 

a while.     

» Partial overlay door

» Mitered construction 

»  Recessed veneer             

center panel 

» Profiled slab drawer front 

»  Available in Cherry             

and Maple

wall drawer uniT 

Add an extra drawer unit 

under a wall cabinet for 

small items or to keep 

cutlery out of reach from 

little hands.

ouT of sighT

Designed to hold two 

kitchen waste bins, use 

it for anything you need 

to hide away: dirty table 

linens, recycling, etc.

sTyles •• kiTchens
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Pioneer

Pioneer  hickory | wheat

naTural drama  
With Hickory’s rich texture, Pioneer’s traditional styling takes on bold, 

new character. This interesting, yet affordable, wood has strong grain 

patterns that vary from light to dark, adding personality to any kitchen.

» Partial overlay door 

»  Raised veneer center panel

» Profiled slab drawer front

» Available in Hickory



15sTyles •• kiTchens

wesTbury oak | natural

enduring sTyle  
Westbury’s durability, affordability and classic styling make it a versatile 

and budget-friendly choice. Crafted in sturdy Oak, it will not only stand 

the test of time, but the design will outlast trends that come and go.

» Partial overlay door 

»  Raised veneer center panel

» Profiled slab drawer front

» Available in Oak
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radford

radford  maple | café
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warm welcome  
Classic styling reflects the 

warmth of tradition. Now make 

it your own with our selection 

of finishes and accents. Crown 

moulding, glass doors, and 

decorative island legs. Choose 

the details and make it a one-

of-kind kitchen that only you 

could design.

» Partial overlay door

» Mitered construction

»  Raised veneer center panel

» Profiled slab drawer front

» Available in Maple

message cenTer 

Keep the hub and heart of 

your home clutter-free and 

user friendly for all.

sTaggered sTorage 

Let no space go unused. 

With creative shelving, every 

inch becomes efficient.

sTyles •• kiTchens
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overTon & wenTworTh

overTon  Purestyle™ | Toasted antique
wenTworTh  maple | umber
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enduring 
design  
Classic lines updated to suit 

the desire for cleaner, more 

modern styles. Subtle detail, 

like pillowed rails, make 

Overton distinctive, but at an 

unassuming price. 

» Full overlay door

» Mitered construction

»  Recessed laminate         

center panel

»  Five-piece drawer front

» Available in PureStyle™

wiThin reach

Corner carousels in the 

Base RotoEasy Reach  

make everything easily 

accessible while maximizing         

storage space.

insTaller friendly, 

wide caPaciTy 

This drawer base features 

a false front drawer, 

allowing simple cooktop 

installation, and provides 

comfortable storage for 

larger pots and pans. 

Available in 30" and 

36" widths.

sTyles •• kiTchens

overTon & wenTworTh
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wenTworTh

wenTworTh  maple | sarsaparilla
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RICH DETAIL  
Detailed craftsmanship is 

Wentworth’s hallmark. Paired 

with Maple, it makes any 

kitchen feel crisply designed. 

The traditional lines in these 

rich, dark tones create a classic 

and comfortable look.    

» Full overlay door

» Mitered construction 

»  Recessed veneer             

center panel

»  Five-piece drawer front

»  Available in Cherry             

and Maple

DOUBLE OVEN CABINET 

Store large roasting and 

baking pans above and 

keep extra oven mitts or 

cooling racks within easy 

reach.

mODERN sARsApARILLA 

This deep, rich finish 

offers a premium look 

that’s in step with fashion 

trends. Sarsaparilla also 

complements a variety of 

finishes and works great 

as a contrast to white 

painted cabinetry.

sTyLEs •• KITCHENs
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ellsworTh

ellsworTh  Purestyle™ | white
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coTTage charm  
Ellsworth gives vintage charm 

the uplift it needed: modern 

convenience. Doors have the 

look of classic beadboard, but 

the Purestyle™ White finish 

keeps it light, airy and easy to 

care for. Complete the look 

with heirloom-inspired touches 

like glass doors and soffit     

filler moulding.

» Full overlay door

»  Beaded laminate              

center panel

» Slab drawer front 

» Available in PureStyle™

kneesPace drawer 

and arT corbels 

Create a family-friendly 

workspace ideal for paying 

bills and doing homework. 

counTry sink base 

A stainless country sink 

is a contemporary way to 

complement Ellsworth’s 

look, and this cabinet 

allows for the added depth.

sTyles •• kiTchens          
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landen

landen  oak | saddle with sarsaparilla island
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classic 
characTer  
Our popular Landen door, done 

in Oak, combines strength with 

beauty for a classic kitchen.  

With five finishes to choose 

from, including Sarsaparilla 

(featured here on the island), it 

continues to be a favorite for 

bringing to life traditional or 

contemporary designs. 

» Partial overlay door

» Mitered construction 

»  Recessed veneer             

center panel

»  Profiled slab drawer front

»   Available in Oak and Maple

sTyles •• kiTchens

mission legs 

Personalize & complement 

any living space with this 

embellishment.

lazy susan 

Independently rotating 

shelves help you see and 

reach exactly what you need.
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winsTead

winsTead maple | white Paint
briarcliff maple | sarsaparilla island
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range hood 

Blending with surrounding 

cabinets, our Canopy Wood 

Hood streamlines your look.

buTT door          

cabineT oPTion 

No center mullion means 

easy access to your 

cabinets and adds to the 

clean, streamlined style         

of Winstead. 

modern classic 
Sleek, clean lines offer modern 

sophistication, while minimal 

details provide a touch of 

warmth. A versatile look that 

complements either traditional 

or contemporary décor.

» Full overlay door

»  Veneer flat panel

»  Slab drawer front 

» Available in Maple
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saybrooke

saybrooke  birch | rouge

subTle refinemenT  
Subtle sculpting creates a refined, tailored look, while clean lines pair 

with the smooth, tight grain of Birch, lending a modern feel. 

» Partial overlay door

» Mitered construction 

»  Raised veneer center panel

» Profiled slab drawer front 

» Available in Birch
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Teagan maple | sarsaparilla

sTreamlined design  
Teagan with its clean, simple look has a sophisticated and contemporary 

quality, yet retains a feeling of rich warmth. This fresh, sleek look fits 

well with transitional or contemporary decor.

» Full overlay door

»  Veneer slab door and drawer front

» Available in Maple
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durham

durham  Purestyle™ | Toasted antique
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disTinguished 
characTer  
Our Toasted Antique finish 

brings out the charm of 

Durham’s subtle details. This 

fresh and enduring look creates 

a light and airy space. Its sunny 

appeal and quiet grace warms 

any room.

» Full overlay door

» Mitered construction 

»  Recessed laminate         

center panel

»  Five-piece drawer front

»  Available in PureStyle™

ToasTed anTique 

Toasted Antique’s soft, 

creamy finish melds charm 

and comfort with durable 

function. PureStyle™ 

keeps it easy to care for 

and looking spectacular 

for years to come.

sTyles •• kiTchens
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grand TradiTion  
Roxburgh’s beadboard doors blend charm and elegance together to 

create a classic country kitchen where comfort and style work side by 

side. Details create interest with unique storage and display solutions.

» Full overlay door 

»  Beaded veneer center panel

» Profiled slab drawer front

» Available in Maple

roxburgh

roxburgh  maple | autumn
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nantucKet thermofoil | antique

cOaStal chaRacteR  
Inspired by the enduring elegance of New England coastal living, 

Nantucket blends gracious charm and longwearing performance with its 

Thermofoil finish.

» Full overlay door 

» Raised center panel 

»  Recessed panel drawer front

» Available in Thermofoil

NOTE:  The wood hood shown was custom 
built to complement the Aristokraft 
cabinetry used in this kitchen and is not 
available in the Aristokraft line of products.
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rich warmTh  
The clean, classic lines of the Harrison door underscore the distinct 

look of Rustic Birch. The interesting wood texture blends well with the 

simplicity of design, creating an environment rich in natural beauty.

» Full overlay door

»  Reversed raised solid center panel

» Slab drawer front 

» Available in Rustic Birch

harrison

harrison  rustic birch | saddle
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naTure’s deTails 
Dryden’s distinct lines, combined with Rustic Birch and its varied grain, 

create a vibrant kitchen landscape. Rich in texture, it celebrates the 

beauty of wood.

» Full overlay door

»  Solid raised center panel

» Slab drawer front 

»  Available in Rustic Birch

sTyles •• kiTchens

dryden rustic birch | fawn
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easTland

easTland  maple | cocoa glaze
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quieT deTail  
Eastland’s raised center panel 

door adds a sculptured element 

to the smooth look of Maple. 

Drawers feature simple detail 

to complete this versatile 

look.  Play with finish and glaze 

choices and discover a range of 

looks from traditional to today’s 

most stylish trends.

» Full overlay door

»  Raised solid center panel

»  Profiled slab drawer front 

» Available in Maple

 

island design 

A versatile hub, a prep 

area, or a distinctive 

gathering place where 

guests feel welcome but 

your workspace is still 

defined. It’s your island. 

You design it.

cocoa glaze finish

Aristokraft hand contours 

glaze onto each cabinet 

to highlight details and 

enhance the richness of 

wood color and tone.

sTyles •• kiTchens
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briarcliff

briarcliff  cherry | saddle
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ePicurean 
elegance  
This stately style achieves a 

rich, luxurious look, yet it’s so 

inviting. Especially when you 

discover how affordable it is. 

Upgrading to this timeless 

and tasteful look transforms a 

kitchen into a showpiece.

» Full overlay door 

»  Raised veneer center panel

»  Five-piece drawer front with 

recessed center panel

»  Available in Cherry             

and Maple

reduced heighT   

work area 

Designed for avid bakers 

to make life easier. Now 

there’s nothing to keep 

you from comfortably 

kneading or rolling out 

dough.

PlaTe rack 

Get creative – an island 

may be an unexpected 

spot for a plate rack, but 

it puts plates right where 

you need them. 

sTyles •• kiTchens
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BATHS & OTHER ROOMS
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baThs & 
oTher rooms  

Why not enjoy 

the indispensable 

functionality that 

cabinets bring to the 

kitchen and other rooms 

of your house? We 

design our cabinets with 

flexibility in mind so 

you can find the perfect 

solution that works for 

your unique space.

You’ll be amazed at how 

cabinets can transform 

your bathroom, laundry 

room, home office, 

media room or craft 

room by making the 

space feel finished, 

functional and fabulous.
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sinclair

monroe  Purestyle | whitesinclair  birch | rouge
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versatile 
design  
Sinclair’s classic lines combine 

with our Rouge finish to create 

a contemporary and luxurious 

look defined by quiet details.

» Partial overlay door 

»  Recessed veneer           

center panel

» Profiled slab drawer front

» Available in Birch

   

32 ½” HigH vanities 

This comfortably accessible 

height is available in every 

door style, finish and all 

of our wood choices.  

Affordable, versatile design  

at its best.

accessible storage

Create a unique storage 

hub to organize his and her 

beauty products by utilizing 

the Wall Drawer Unit 

between adjoining vanities.

styles •• batHs & otHer rooms

Bedford, IN, Benjamin Wojcikiewicz, AKBD
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ellsworTh

ellsworTh Purestyle™ | white

coTTage cozy  
Crisp, white beadboard-style doors add a cottage feel, evoking the 

simple charm of a bygone era. White PureStyle™ keeps the feeling light 

and relaxed.

» Full overlay door

»  Beaded laminate center panel

» Slab drawer front 

» Available in PureStyle™
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landen maple | antique Paint

classic chic  
This design’s simple yet distinctive door style blurs the lines between a 

modern and classic look, allowing your finishes and accessories to shape 

the room’s style.

» Partial overlay door 

» Miter construction

»  Recessed veneer center panel

» Profiled slab drawer front

»   Available in Oak and Maple
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wenTworTh

wenTworTh  maple | sarsaparilla

deTailed design  
Pair Wentworth’s detailed craftsmanship with Maple to make any bathroom feel 

well-tailored. Select a rich finish, such as Sarsaparilla, to add drama and depth. 

» Full overlay door

» Mitered construction

»  Recessed veneer center panel

»  Five-piece drawer front

»  Available in Cherry and Maple
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harrison rustic birch | saddle

aTTainable beauTy  
Rustic Birch proves a worthy substitute for pricier rustic wood 

alternatives and welcomes an assortment of finishes for a down-to-earth 

look and feel.

» Full overlay door

»  Reversed raised solid center panel

» Slab drawer front 

» Available in Rustic Birch
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sinclair

sinclair  birch | saddle

ingenious ideas  
Cabinets can be the perfect solution to many storage needs. Our 

wide selection lets your creativity reign, so you can design a media 

center, office or entryway that makes you smile with every use.

» Partial overlay door 

»  Recessed veneer center panel

» Profiled slab drawer front

» Available in Birch
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oakland oak | natural

flexible funcTion  
The right cabinets make entertaining easy. With our wide selection, you 

can put together the design that fits your space, whether your dream is 

a bar that’s the life of the party, or a built-in hutch to store extra items 

for large gatherings.  

» Partial overlay door

»  Recessed veneer center panel

» Profiled slab drawer front

» Available in Oak
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Teagan

Teagan  maple | white Paint
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Cool simpliCity  
A canvas where colors are free 

to play, white tones let a room 

become a pure space where 

anything is possible. Modern 

and classic tastes alike discover 

how this simple design choice 

quickly creates the foundation 

for a dramatic look.

» Full overlay door

»  Veneer slab door and    

drawer front

» Available in Maple

DooR pUlls, sUBtlE 

liNEs

Understated and stylish, 

our latest chrome hardware 

expands your choices for 

contemporary looks. 

simpliCity, AlWAys        

iN stylE 

Our White Teagan doors 

create crisp, sleek lines. 

Rooms breathe, providing a 

clean but comfortable look 

where personality comes 

through. And a house 

begins to feel like home.

stylEs •• BAths & othER Rooms
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winsTead

winsTead  maple | white Paint

smarT sTyle  
Make the most of any space with storage that’s both smart and stylish. It’s easy to find just the right 

fit with cabinets that are versatile enough to look right at home in many settings. Winstead’s crisp, 

fresh feeling and easy-to-clean finish are especially well suited for laundry rooms and mud rooms.

» Full overlay door

»  Veneer slab panel

»  Profiled slab drawer front 

» Available in Maple
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grayson maple | rouge

rich in deTail  
Carved elements give Grayson its stately profile. Our sumptuous 

Rouge finish helps enhance these details, adding depth and 

distinction to this gracious look.

» Partial overlay door

» Mitered construction 

»  Raised veneer center panel

»  Profiled slab drawer front

» Available in Maple
sTyles •• baThs & oTher rooms
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& FuNDAMENTAlS
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organizaTion & 
fundamenTals  

We’ve designed a world 

of innovative, smart 

organization, along with 

a distinctive selection 

of decorative accents, 

to ensure your spaces 

are both beautiful and 

functional. Check out 

solutions to your storage 

needs, and you’ll find a 

place for everything – 

from large and bulky items 

to small accessories. And 

you’ll love our options for 

embellishing a room with 

special touches, from 

legs, corbels and crown 

moulding, to just the 

right hardware, creating 

a statement that’s    

uniquely yours.
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organizaTion

a

b c
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Smart 
SolutionS  
You can never have too 
much storage in the kitchen, 
so we provide thoughtful 
solutions that make it easy 
to find and access everything 
you need.

a.  30-inch 
Supercabinet

  Provides lots of storage 
in a compact space.

b.  roll trayS with lid 
organizer 

  Easily view and access 
stored items.

c.  Sink baSe 
Supercabinet™ with 
tip-out trayS 

  No more searching for 
household supplies.

d.    meSSage center
  Keep the hub and heart 

of your home clutter-free 
and user friendly for all.

e.  baSe potS and panS 
pullout 

  Easily reach pots, pans 
and lids.

f. wall eaSy reach  
  Let no space go unused. 

With creative shelving, 
every inch becomes 
efficient.

g. baSe lazy SuSan
  Make the most               

of corners.

fd

ge
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organizaTion

a

Aristokraft.com/products#organization

b c
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handsome and 
handy 
Our storage solutions are 

handsomely integrated into our 

cabinet design, with many that 

include display space to create 

a pretty focal point.    

soluTions •• organizaTion

d

e

e

f

g

a.  roll-ouT Tray 
divider 

  Store cutting boards, 
baking sheets, and    
pizza pans.

b.  Pegged dish 
organizer

  Customize pegs for your 
dish sizes.

c.  wasTebaskeT 
cabineT 

  Keep trash neatly   
tucked away. 

d.  base filler PullouT 
  Adds vertical storage to 

use every inch.

e.  base PanTry 
PullouT 

  Make use of every nook 
and cranny.

f.  36-inch 
suPercabineT 

  Provide the most 
versatility for the widest 
variety of uses. 

g.   36-inch PanTry 
suPercabineT 

  Finally – a pantry that 
makes it easy to see and 
access everything.
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organizaTion

b

Aristokraft.com/products#organization

a

b c
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organized all 
around 
Think beyond the kitchen with 

organization that keeps the 

whole house neat. Our flexible 

storage options bring ordered 

calm to bathrooms, laundry 

rooms, craft rooms and more.

a.  wall drawer uniT 
  Add an extra drawer unit 

under a wall cabinet to 
organize personal items.

b.  vaniTy PullouT
  Ingenious solution for 

keeping bottles and jars  
at hand.

c.  linen closeT wiTh 
removable hamPer

  Find generous space for 
towels and bath items.

d.   wall sPice rack 
  Keep spices accessible 

and visible.

e.  medicine cabineT
  Items are out of sight,   

but not out of mind.

f. cuTlery Tray 
  Must-have drawer 

organizer safely organizes.

g. Three-drawer base 
  Abounding capacity for 

any kitchen item.

f

g

d

e
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accenTs

cb

a

Aristokraft.com/products#mouldings-accents
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excePTional 
adornmenTs  
Define your style and capture 

your inspiration with our 

beautiful design options. 

Design elements add a note of 

elegance to any space.                  

a.  soffiT filler 
moulding

  Add height to any 
moulding combination. 

b.  english column

  Create a furniture look in 
any room.

c.  canoPy wood hood

  Pull together custom 
looks without the hassle.

d.   wine cubes 

  Create unique and 
accessible storage for 
everyday items.

e.  TuliP fooT

  Toe the line with      
refined character.

f.  counTry sink base

  Express personal style 
with a statement sink.

g.  end Panel column/ 
Toekick valance

  Complete any cabinet 
design with these 
finishing options.

e

f

dg

d
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accenTs

c

a

b

Aristokraft.com/products#mouldings-accents
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inTricaTe 
deTails  
Harmonize and reflect your 

style with these appealing 

decorative enhancements.              

a.  crown

  Build a simple and 
relaxed focal point. 

b.  fluTed filler 

  Create dramatic angles 
seamlessly.

c.  desk leg 

  Add furniture flair and 
fashionable style to a 
work surface.

d. corbel 

  Enhance the overall look 
and add details that 
impress.

e.  mission corbels

  Add design details that 
coordinate well with 
Shaker door styles and 
personalize the kitchen. 

f.  wine glass sTorage

  Perfect for ultimate wine 
connoisseurs.

g.  wine cubes/
mullions 

  Collect and store 
treasured possesions  
with pride.

h.   diagonal corner 
cabineT 

  Create visual charm wih 
unique appeal.

e

h

gd

f
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AVALON

Maple | Cherry

BRIARCLIFF

Maple | Cherry

BRIARCLIFF ARCH

Maple | Cherry

EASTLAND

Maple 

EASTLAND ARCH

Maple 

GRAYSON

Maple

door sTyles maPle | cherry

Aristokraft.com/products
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LANDEN

Maple  

TEAGAN

Maple 

RADFORD

Maple 

WENTWORTH

Maple | Cherry

ROXBURGH

Maple 

WINSTEAD

Maple 

soluTions •• fundamenTals
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LANDEN

Oak

OAKLAND

Oak

WESTBURY ARCH

Oak

OAKLAND ARCH

Oak

PIONEER

Hickory

WESTBURY

Oak

door sTyles oak | hickory

Aristokraft.com/products
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SAYBROOKE

Birch

BENTON

Birch 

AYDEN

Rustic Birch 

DRYDEN
Rustic Birch 

HARRISON

Rustic Birch  

soluTions •• fundamenTals

birch | rusTic birch

SINCLAIR

Birch 
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NANTUCKET

Thermofoil

AUGUSTA ARCH

Thermofoil

AUGUSTA

Thermofoil

door sTyles Thermofoil | PuresTyle™

Aristokraft.com/products

VANWYKE

Thermofoil
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OVERTON

PureStyle™

DURHAM

PureStyle™

ELLSWORTH

PureStyle™

soluTions •• fundamenTals

door sTyles Thermofoil | PuresTyle™
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THERMOFOIL

Antique White

White ※

PuRESTyLE™

Toasted Antique ◊

※ Not available on Durham or Overton 

◊  Only available on Durham or Overton

CHERRy

Café Rouge

umber Wheat Cocoa Glaze

Saddle

Java Glaze

FInISHES  STAInS, GLAzES, & LAMInATES

Café

MAPLE

Autumn Fawn

natural Rouge Saddle

umberSarsaparilla Cocoa Glaze ※

Java Glaze ※ Antique Paint ◊ White Paint ◊

※ Not available on Teagan or Winstead

◊  Not available on Avalon, Grayson, Radford or Roxburgh

Aristokraft.com/get-started/design-your-room/finishes-and-glazes
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natural saddle wheat

hickory

finishes  sTains, glazes, & laminaTes

natural saddle sarsaparilla

umber wheatspice

oak

birch

autumn café fawn

rouge sarsaparillasaddle

※ Not available on Benton

◊ Available on Benton only

cocoa glaze ※ antique Paint ◊

white Paint ◊

umber

rusTic birch

autumn fawn rouge

saddle

cocoa glaze ※
※ Not available on Harrison

café umber
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H302

H304

H333

hardware

H314 H344 H315

H343H347

H346H349

H332

H338

H312H350

H318

Aristokraft.com/products#hardware
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sTylish 
hardware 
oPTions  
Available hardware options 

reflect current design trends 

and coordinate well with 

Aristokraft door styles           

and finishes. 

soluTions •• fundamenTals

finishing Touch

Up-to-date hardware puts 

the finishing touch on your 

cabinet design. 

H335

H337

H320

H308

H311

H336

H112

H322

H313

H300

H319

H323

H307

H339

H340

H317

H310

H167

H345

H303

H341

H348

H334

H342

H316

H305
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construction
cHoosE FroM 3 options: stAnDArD  |  sElEct  |  plYWooD

stAnDArD & sElEct plYWooD 

BAsE cABinEts

 Two lineal plywood 
stretcher rails

³/8" thick plywood 
sides with finished 
veneer exterior

 ½" thick plywood 
half-depth shelf 

³/8" thick 
plywood back

³/8" thick 
plywood bottom

Four furniture board 
corner braces

³/8" thick furniture 
board sides, matching 
laminate exterior

½" thick furniture 
board half-depth shelf

³/8" thick furniture 
board back

³/8" thick furniture 
board bottom

stAnDArD & sElEct plYWooD 

 WAll cABinEts

³/8" thick plywood 
sides with finished 
veneer exterior 

¾" thick plywood 
adjustable wall 
shelves 

½" thick plywood 
top & bottom 

³/8" thick 
plywood back

³/8" thick furniture 
board sides with 
matching laminate  
exterior

Furniture board 
adjustable wall   
shelves 

½" thick:  

¾" thick:

 ½" thick furniture 
board top & bottom

³/8" thick furniture 
board back

standard 
& select 

select

standard
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 drawer features
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select & plYwood

Concealed Full 
Extension drawer 
guides and the gentle 
controlled close of
Smart Stop

  ¾"* thick all-wood 
dovetailed drawer 
sides, front and back 
with clear topcoat

Undermount, self-
closing, epoxy-coated 
drawer guides for 
smooth, quiet action 

¼" thick plywood drawer bottom, fully captured 
for added strength and optimum load capacity

*  ¾" prior to final processing. Actual final dimension may vary.

UPGRADE: 
full eXtension 
witH sMart stop™

standard

½" thick furniture 
board sides, front 
and back

Self-closing, side 
mount, epoxy-coated 
drawer guides for 
smooth, quiet action

³/8" thick furniture board drawer bottom with 
Aristex® laminate finish, fastened into sides, 
front and back

•   Choose from existing construction 
platforms:

 –  Standard (applicable choice for base cabinets)
 – Select (baseline for all Plus wall cabinets)
 – All Plywood

•   Wall cabinets have ¾” thick shelves, 
regardless of platform.

•  Features of Plus door styles:
 – 6-way adjustable hinges
 – Butt door option
 – ¾" thick wall shelves

•  Full product breadth and finish options

•   Choose from existing construction 
platforms:

 –  Standard
 – Select
 – All Plywood

•   Standard Construction wall cabinets have 
½" thick shelves.

•  No butt door option available.

•  Full product breadth and finish options.

features and Benefits: features and Benefits:

core doors: Augusta, Avalon, Benton, Oakland, 
Pioneer, Sinclair, Westbury, VanWyke 

plus doors: Ayden, Briarcliff, Dryden, Durham, 
Eastland, Ellsworth, Grayson, Harrison, Landen, 
Nantucket, Overton, Radford, Roxburgh, Saybrooke, 
Teagan, Wentworth, Winstead 

cHoices = possiBilities. Coupled product platforms offering enhanced 
versatility without overextending the budget.

saYBrooke  Birch | cocoa Glaze

winstead  Maple | white paintwentwortH  Maple | umber
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TEAGAN  Maple | White Paint

At Aristokraft, we’re passionate about delivering the selection and value our customers need to bring their 
design visions to life. And our belief that the quality of our service is as important as the quality of our cabinets 
makes the process a pleasure. 

Product photography and illustration have been reproduced as accurately as printing technologies permit. To 
ensure highest satisfaction, we strongly recommend you view an actual sample for best color wood grain and 
finish representation.
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MasterBrand Cabinets, Inc.
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